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Commission
bicentennial
choral piece
Daniel Pinkham of Cambridge, Mass.,
has been commissioned by the College of
DuPage Foundation to compose a short
Bicentennial Fanfare for the use of the
College choral organizations during the
next year.
The composition will be less than two
minutes in length, and will be usable by
voices alone, or accompanied by brasses,
primarily as an ascription to concerts
including larger choral works.
E.C. Schirmer Music Co. of Boston, one
of the nation’s major publishers of serious
music, has accepted the piece for
publication. Once it has been given its
world premiere at College of DuPage on
Feb. 29,1976, it will be available for use by
schools and colleges throughout the
country.
The commission was recommended by
Dr. Carl A. Lambert, director of choral
music. Each printed page will bear the
inscription “commissioned by the College
of DuPage Foundation.”
Pinkham is one of the nation’s out¬
standing composers of choral music. The
CD Community Chorus will perform his
“An Emily Dickinson Mosaic” in June of
1976.
He holds the B.A. and M.A. degrees from
Harvard, and is a composer, harp¬
sichordist and organist. Wanda Lan¬
dowska was Pinkham’s harpsichord
teacher. His composition study was with
Nadia Boulanger, Aaron Copland, Samuel
Barber and Arthur Honegger. He has
taught at Boston College, Harvard
University, and is now on the faculty of the
New England Conservatory of Music.

She said, “I’m not much of a paddler.”
He said, gallantly, “I’ll pull the canoe
ashore.” OR: It was a humid day last week
and a student simply jumped in to cool off
in the M Bldg. pond. —Photo by Scott
Burket.

. .Overruling Strong faculty objections, the
Board of Trustees Wednesday night voted
a 9 per cent increase in faculty salary and
closed the door to further negotiations on
the matter.
The Board followed this action by
raising President Rodney Berg’s salary 8.5
per cent to $41,250 a year.
Chuck Erickson, chairman of the
Faculty Aaaaociation, told the Board:
“It’s extremely difficult to understand
the action of the Board. You seem to have
a paternalistic attitude toward the faculty
and we do not agree to your process.
1 ‘The base scale on which you based your
negotiations is extremely unfair.
Negotiations with the Board has once
again become an exercise in futility. We
feel that when you cannot reach
agreement, we should be able to have a
group of peers or an impartial judge, to
hear both sides and then make a final
decision which everyone would agree
with.”
The base scale to which Erickson
referred to has been a sore point in the
negotiations from the beginning. The
faculty had received a 6.2 per cent in-

Seek first
Mr. CD
Student Activities, in co-operation with
Sigma College is presenting the first Mr.
College of DuPage contest.
All male students are eligible and must
be able to exhibit a two-minute talent,
wear an original costume, and survive a
swimming trunks competition which will
be held in the Campus Center Thursday,
June5, at 12:30p.m.
Applications are now available in the
student activities office, with the deadline
for entries being Tuesday, June 3. Mr. CD
will be chosen by all students at the
college, with prizes being awarded to the
top three contestants.

crease at the beginning of the academic
year and were later awarded a 3 per cent,
one-time increase because of increased
enrollment and larger class sizes.
Depending on how you looked at the offer
for the upcoming year, the faculty was
offered either a 6 or 9 per cent increase.
Erickson had asked the Board to re-open
negotiations. “We are simply displeased at
the salary offer. The fringe benefits are
fine, but in our eyes, you are only offering
a 6 per cent raise.”
Prior to going into executive session on
this matter, Dr. Ronald Miller Board
chairman, told Erickson, “Based on our
statistics from the National Center for
Educational Statistics, College of DuPage
is a well-paying school. We are not the'
highest, but we also are certainly not the
lowest. I think our negotiation efforts to
the faculty have been fair.
“Yes, there is more money available,
but it is needed elsewhere at the present. I
cannot, in good conscience, recommend
the approval of re-opening negotiations.”
After a short executive session, the
Board unanimously vetoed further
negotiations. It was at that point that
Erickson blasted the Board.
“We have no choice but to accept your
decision and concede the fact that for the
present, we are whipped,” Erickson said.
“But because of your actions tonight, we
will be forced to take a much stronger
position in future negotiations. The morale
and the enthusiasm of the faculty has
suffered one more time.”
Miller responded to Erickson’s attack
with a Board-approved statement:
“We are mindful of our obligations to the
faculty, students, and the community. We
have made many concessions to the
faculty in the effort to have a good set¬
tlement. We have listened and approved
many ideas on benefits. But you have
presented no precise arguments, other
than the difference on whether it’s 6 or 9
per cent. We have not, as it was referred to
earlier, shoved this down your throat!”
Benefits that the faculty will receive
next year include: the initiation of dental
insurance coverage for faculty and
dependents;
increasing
maternity

Big snow delays hiker
Bob Pearson, the 21-year-old Alpha
student who set out on a 2,500-mile hike in
early April, is back after his expedition
was delayed by heavy snow.
Starting at the southern border of
California, Pearson began his trip in 10
days of continual rain.
“I always thought of southern California
as warm and sunny but all I saw was rain
and overcast skies,” he said. Apparently,
late and heavy snows in the mountains
brought about this change in conditions.
On the first day, Pearson hiked through
snow in depths from 1 to 2 feet, and after a
night on 6,500-foot Thomas Mountain, woke
up to find himself covered with 7 inches of
new snow.
Just before reaching the San Jacinto
Wilderness, at a height of 9,200 feet, he was
warned by the Forest Service that snow
conditions in the area were impossible for
hiking. Two other hikers had started out a

day or two before and had ended up in
chest-deep drifts.
As Pearson said, this was not exactly an
ideal hiking situation to be in, and he
decided that the effort he would have to
expend to get through the snow would
severely cut down on the time for scientific
observations which he hoped to make.
In July, Pearson will go back to the
northern border of California and hike the
Oregon-Washington portion of the Pacific
Crest Trail. The 800-mile trip will take
until sometime in September.
Pearson is optimistic about the
remainder of his trip, and does not feel
that his first attempt was a wasted effort.
“I heard coyotes nearly every night, and
saw trail signs of deer, rabbits, and other
animals. I also took 70 color slides and
about 40 black and white photos. And I
hope to do much more when I go back.”

coverage from $300 to $500 without the
purchase of dependent coverage; in¬
creasing of major medical coverage to
unlimited; addition of accidental death
and dismemberment coverage to current
life insurance coverage; increasing the
maximum of sick pay days from 180 to 240,
and providing Lincoln’s birthday and
Veteran’s Day as full holidays for noninstructional faculty.
The Classified Staff of the college will
receive the same additional benefits,
excluding salary, as the faculty.
In other Board action, P. Robert Blake
was added to the professional staff for an
initial period of 11 months beginning Aug.
1,1975. Blake’s function at the college will
be to set up the opening of the school’s FM
radio station, which should hit the waves
about September, 1976.
Edward S. Owen and Robert G. Huntley
were given three-quarter appointments to
help the automotive program and the
ornamental horticuluture departments,
respectively.
Based on several inquiries, the Board
approved a new policy that a student can
receive two degrees from the college. The
only stipulation is that the student must
complete an additional 15 hours on top of
what he completed to get the first degree.
The Board also approved the creastion
of a lagoon on the south side of A bldg., to
be completed by July 16.

1,200 to get
degrees
June 13
More than 1,200 students will receive
degrees and certificates Friday, June 13,
as the college honors its eighth graduating
class.
Commencement ceremonies will be held
at 7 p.m. on the soccer field with President
Rodney Berg serving as master of
ceremonies. In the event of inclement
weather, the commencement exercise will
be held indoors in the college’s gym¬
nasium.
The invocation and benediction will be
given by the Rev. E. Dale Kleinschmidt,
pastor of the First United Methodist
Church in Westmont. The graduation
speech will be presented by Dr. William
Leppert of Wheaton, Jean of Alpha college.
Student Body President Maria Leclaire
will also addres1' the graduating class.
The college’s outstanding male and
female students will be honored during the
ceremony. George Seaton of the College of
DuPage Foundation will present the
award to the top male student, and Mrs.
Ronald Kapper, president of the Faculty
Wives Organization, will make the
presentation to the outstanding female
student.
Music will be provided by the college’s
combined choral groups, which will
perform Handel’s “Hallelujah, Amen.” A
reception for the graduates will be held in
the Campus Center immediately following
the ceremony.
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Looking for a Job?

0

COURIER
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT

Applications are now being taken for
next year's advertising manager.
Responsibilities:
1. Collection and production of all adver¬
tisements
2. Collect copy and authorization for ads,
and be responsible for layout work and
proofreading of same.
3. To function as advertising salesman,
stimulating new accounts by keeping
aware of areas not being covered.
4. Keeping an open channel to each client to
insure that each is satisfied with his ad.
5. A minimum of 20 hours per week work,
especially on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Payment is on a commission basis.

If interested, contact Barbara Ladner at ext.
379 Monday-Thursday, from 9:30 a.m.-2:00
p.m.

Campus Center Activities Board presents

The First Annual
C/D Student
Film Festival
presenting films created
and produced by C/D students

M 128
— starting at 6 p.m.
for additional information, call
ext. 241 or 243.

OPENS MON., JUNE 2 THRU JUNE 28

“GLORIOUSLY FUNNY.”

Two cars were wrecked and the drivers injured at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday because a lawn chair fell
from the roof of a passing car at Lambert Road near the crosswalk. Mary Si Anderson, 21, and Cathy
V. Marshall, 29, were treated at Central DuPage Hospital for shock. Police said the Anderson car
stopped to avoid hitting the chair and was struck in the rear by the Marshall auto. (Photo by Greg
Palumbo)

Meader fund to aid
all disabled students
The John Meader Rehabilitation
Fund is not for the sole benefit of
John Meader.
“The fund is now legally a part of
the College of DuPage tax-free
Foundation,”
said
Dr.
Robert Seaton, director of
planning and development. “After
its use by John Meader, former
editor of the Courier, it may be
applied for in subsequent years by
any disabled student at College of
DuPage.”
Dr. Seaton said the fund was
initiated after Meader’s disabling
automobile accident and that it
bears his name. However, in order
to legalize the fund as part of the
College Foundation, its purpose
had to be specified as an overall
benefit to the student body.
According to Dr. Seaton, it will
be available for any student with a
disability.
“Applications for the fund will be
reviewed by a committee of three
members of the college ad¬
ministration,” said B. F. Johnston,
coordinator of the project.
“Designated by title, the threemember committee consists of the
Courier sponsor, the Student
Activities
sponsor and the
Foundation sponsor.
The
committee will take into con¬
sideration the financial need of the
applicant.”
The fund, currently amounting to
$2,600, is drawing interest, and no
request for it has been made so far,
said Johnston.
“It is a rehabilitation fund, and it
does not pay hospital bills,”
Johnston said. “It will be used for
physical therapy and the things

needed by the student to operate at
school. In other words, we hope it
will help prepare the disabled
student to function at a job.
“No drive is being discussed to
replenish the fund in the future,”
said Johnston. “We feel that the
best time to do that is when there is
a student in need of the fund.”

Human Services
to sponsor panel
Officers of the Human Services
Club invite faculty and students to
the next club meeting Tuesday,
June 3, at 1:30 p.m. in M131.
A panel of CD instructors will
discuss
the
subject
of
“Professional
and
Paraprofessional Ethics.” Psi College

Pottery, ranging in value from 50
cents to $25, will be up for sale
Wednesday, June 4, in K127,
sponsored by Kappa College. The
ceramics will be on display and for
sale from 7 to 11 p.m., with 80 per
cent of proceeds going to the
student artists and 20 percent to
Kappa College.Linda Russell,
above, is shown working on a
complex piece.

Assistant
Dean David GottCOFFEE HOUSEJUNE6
shall will be moderating, and
Singer-songwriter
Renee
additional members are: Jack
Harkins; Fred Hombach; Tom Jackson will appear for a special
Lindblade, Bill Murchison and coffee house June 6 in K-157.
Renee’s band includes per¬
Betty Yackley.
cussionist John Blanford and
Topics include: credibility, guitarist Dan Lassiter, with whom
limitations, need, attitude, money, she writes all of her songs. The
and over-ruling a professional’s show begins at 8 p.m. and ad¬
directive.
mission is $1.
Current officers of the Human.
Services Club are: president, Tom
Burke;
vice president, Scott
Watkins; co-secretaries, Debbie
Walker and Pam
Skurkis; and
treasurer,
Millie
Lawson.
Questions about the meeting
may be directed to the Human
Services Office; M118A, Ext. 570.

TMSEMINAR
A seminar entitled “TM for the
RN / What Transcendental
Meditation Can Do for Nursing”
will be held Saturday, June 7, from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. For information
and registration call Sigma
College: ext. 756.

—Clive Barnes, N.Y. Times

PETER DUDLEY
COOK MOORE
in

“GOOD
EVENING”
COMEDY WITH MUSIC
OVER ONE YEAR
ON BROADWAY
Mon.-Thur. 8 PM, Fri. & Sat. 8:30. Mats. Wed. 81 Sat. 2 PM

Box Office Opens MON. MAY 26 Also TICKETRON
FOR THEATRE GROUPS OR PARTIES
CALL BLANCHE CE 6-8250
BLACKSTONE
60 E. BALBO
INFORMATION
THEATRE
CHICAGO 60605
CALL CE 6-8240

New Psi dean is 20-year veteran
By Madeline Smith
CD got its first woman dean two
weeks ago when Sigma’s Ruth
Nechoda was appointed dean of Psi
College.
Ms.
Nechoda’s
appointment
culminates 20 years of teaching.
She has been at CD since it started
eight years ago. She attended
Morgan Park Junior College in
Chicago, Northwestern in Evan¬
ston and was graduated as a
chemistry major from North
Central College in Nf oerville
Northwestern was the site of Ms.
Nechoda’s graduate work. She
decided against medicine and went
into industrial science. She worked
for a time at Armour Phar¬
maceutical Co. and Ditto Research
Lab. Later she was employed as a

medical technologist.
Ms. Nechoda said that she had
not considered teaching as a
profession. She says, “It simply
wasn’t appealing to me.” A change
of heart led her to education
courses at Elmhurst College. She
did her student teaching at York
High School in Elmhurst.
Before coming to CD Ms.
Nechoda taught at Hinsdale High
School, Lyons Township High
School and Junior College, and
even a high school in Buenos Aires,
where she taaught math, biology
and general science.
Ms. Nechoda was chosen from 22
applicants. “Naturally,” she says,
“I feel good about it. I was sur¬
prised and very pleased.”

Ms. Nechoda, ho had been
assistant dean of Sigma, feels the
two jobs are quite different. “I just
didn’t have the responsibility (as
assistant dean). The decision¬
making makes it harder. ”
Although she feels one job of the
dean is to carry out board policy,
she also says, “It’s a person-toperson relationship, dealing with
real people.”
Ms. Nechoda is not into Women’s
Liberation, but she claims, “I am
liberated. I don’t feel I have to look
for it. I always felt free to do as I
chose.”
Ms. Nechoda’s goal as dean?
Certainly no one could fault the
quick reply, “My goal is to do the
best I can.”

One woman’s search for identity —
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“We built the
worlds largest
car insurance
company on
low rates

‘Personhood’ still has long way to go
By John Hybl

Mrs. Evelyn Zerfoss, an elected
member of the Board of Trustees,
discussed “Liberation, a Personal
View,” at the Women’s Caucus
luncheon Friday in K127.
It was as a child, growing up on a
farm and being the youngest of
eight children that she first knew
restrictions. It was while attending
school. She could not understand
why she had to sit at a desk for six
hours.
Not many farm children went to
high school and one main reason
was finding time from the farm,
she said. Personal liberation now
was having the required resources
enabling one to go to high school
and money to buy books.
Later, personal expansion
became going to Chicago. There,
Mrs. Zerfoss said, she worked in
Fields as a typist and then
secretary to a divisional manager.
She
participated
in
the
work /study scholarship offered
by Marshall Fields.

After achieving certain goals —
In the past women were con¬
a husband, home and family — she sidered non persons by the
was not able to expand personally government structures and by the
after having adjusted to her chosen religious structures. Two hundred
role. She was repressing her own years ago the Declaration of
-identity, she said.
Independence stated that all men
After reading the Feminine were created equal. Women were
Mystique, she saw herself and had being deceived by language-“he
feelings of betrayal, but she did not and him etc.”
know who had betrayed her. “I had
Is the function of language to he
been living the life of The Ladies or deceive? Being concerned about
Home Journal and I found out that language, Mrs. Zerfoss feels that
this was not the way,” she said.
language should reveal the truth
She taught pre-school but instead of hide it.
something wasn’t quite right. She
Only 140 years after the signing
went back to the University of of the Declaration were women
Chicago and now spent days with able to vote, she noted.
adults instead of with children.
At church all Christians are
Other time was spent in taking up supposed to be sons of God. Women
yoga and becoming involved with don’t feel like sons of God when
women’s growth groups and now they are told that they can’t be
liberation was becoming social as priests.
well as personal.
In the early history of the church
Mrs. Zerfoss sees woman today women were not allowed to speak
as the 20th Century Eve. as from in church. The apostle Paul
the garden, eating from the tree of evidently had no use for women
knowledge and becoming aware of except for that fact that men had to
herself.
marry them or burn.

Now, she said women are
collectively pregnant, in labor,
ready to give birth to “per¬
sonhood,” birth to one’s self as a
person with one’s own body and
will.
Where are the men? They go to
work. They go to war.
“The military is the clearest
denial of personhood,” she said.
“Ours is not to reason why, ours
is but to do or die.” Men feel now
what women have felt, com¬
manded by someone else’s body
and head. The same is true in
government, she said. During the
Watergate hearings, men were
only obeying their superiors, not
theeir own values and thinking.
They were subject to someone
else’s authority.
Mrs. Zerfoss feels there is a long
way to go in liberation for women
and men. They are nibbling at the
tree of knowledge and starting to
act for more changes.
Mrs. Zerfoss is a part time
teacher at Elmhurst College.

‘Hawk’ is different but eloquent drama
By James Walsh
leadership within the besieged
The history and legends of town.
Ireland are woven with a tragic
The play ends in a debacle of
thread, ’tis true, and Carter blood and fire, leaving in its wake a
Carroll’s tragic tale, “The Hawk of chilling parable about man’s hate
St. Willowbies,” is an eloquent and lack of humanity towards
though overworded testimony to others.
that fact.
In short, despite its disturbing
The play, which premiered at theme, the Hawk is a refreshing
College of DuPage on May 21, is the end to a rather mediocre theatre
story of the siege and capture of an season at the College of DuPage.
Irish town during the Dark Ages by
All the elements of the play, from
a horde of marauding barbarians.
its staging to its music, were
A perfect plot for the stuff that produced by local talent. Original
Irish ballads are made of, one music, written by Bill Rachermight say, and so it is, but “The baumer with lyrics by Carroll, is a
Hawk” transcends the aura of the collection of soft ballad-like
legend without stripping it to the melodies that bespeak the sense of
bare bones of fact.
loss that the characters ex¬
Instead, through Carroll’s lyrical perience.
prose (and Craig Berger’s skillful
Film is also used to give an
adaptation to the stage) the added dimension in terms of plot
elements of fact and legend are
skillfully woven into a maudlin
tragedy that would make the ghost
of William Shakespeare cry aloud
in remorse. This sense of tragedy
and morbid fear is further
heightened by the elaborate stage
and light effects of technical
director Richard Holgate. These
effects are the most skillfully
adapted element of the play and
more than lend to the atmosphere
of fear and deceit that prevails as
the theme and substance to the
tale.
As for the script, Carroll’s prose
is sensitive and painfully eloquent
though somewhat ponderous. It
would seem that the use of
description is over-emphasized at
times. This slows the place of the
play, so much so that the play often
becomes mired in several key
sequences.
Still, the stark tragedy more
than overshadows this deficit and
the tedium of certain scenes is soon
forgotten in the vivid con¬
frontations between the townfolk
and the barbarians, who covet the
town’s rich supply of grain.
Thus the play becomes one
MGM presentsa STANLEY
harrowing nightmare as the
townfolk clash in battle with the
barbarians and spar between
themselves for the position of

and theme. The acting too, is
Thus, the play takes on the
highly individualistic, with the proportions of an epic poem and
primary character being the the e(.'c proportions of the stage
troubador, played by Larry Bast, easily accommodate its action.
who acts as the narrator and in¬ The stage, 54 feet long, runs the
terpreter of the actions of the other length of the Convo Center. The
actors.
audience is split on both sides. The
Once more, the acting is almost effect of this is one of participation
in the play itself.
Shakespearian in concept, and the
physical action of the characters is
“The Hawk” will be presented
often frozen in the battle scene. At today through Saturday. Per¬
this point the narrator takes formances begin at 8:15 p.m.
command, and vividly describes
the attempts to storm the walls
while the townfolk, fighting like
demons, hurl stones and spears on
the attackers below.
All this time the actors remain
perfectly still, forming a
panoramic picture of the slaughter
that rages on the parapets.

Like a good
neighbor,
State Farm
is there.
STATE FARM MUTUAL
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office Bloomington. Illinois

OUTWARD BOUND?
Do you yearn for open space,
clean water, and clean air?

Some of your Student Acti¬
vities money has been used
to purchase high-quality
canoeing and backpacking
equipment. The equipment
can be checked out by any
faculty member or student
at the N4 games room, be¬
tween the hours of 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. Monday through
Friday. A very small
maintenance charge is made.
The following equipment is
available: canoes, light¬
weight “North Face" 2-man
and 3-man tents, Kelty and
EMS backpacks, "ensolite"
insulated foam sleeping
pads, fuel bottles, alumi¬
num cooking pots, ponchos,
compasses, and “Gerry"
mini camping stoves.

melodrama.’’

—Vincent Canby, N.Y. Times

“Sure to become one of
the key films of the ’70s.'

ff

—Kevin Thomas, Los Angeles Times

“‘The Passenger’has the
master’s touch”.
—Bruce Williamson, Playboy

“A beautiful film...the
one to see. —Gene Shalit, WNBC-TV
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
presents

Jack
Nicholson
Maria
Schneider
Antonioni’s N
lheIhssenger

KUBRICK PRODUCTION

space odyssey

Original

any by MARK PEPLOE Stieenph, by MARK PEPLOE PETER WOLIEN ana MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI
Oiiecieu by MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI Pioauteo By CARLO PONTI in METB0C0L0R

[PGl

OUTDOORS IN CINEMASCOPE
June 6 and 7 — 9 p.m.
South Side of M-building
(in case of rain, film will
be shown in Campus Center)

mgm

Released thru

Uflltlld Al*flSt8

EDENS 2

GOLF MILL

Northbrook

Niles

LAKE
Oak Park

UA CINEMA 2 BREMEN 2 WILLOW CREEK
Oakbrook

Tinjey Park

UA MARINA 1
Marina City

J-

Wheaton, Illinois 60187
665-3135

“Antonioni’s dazzling
new film ...a superior suspense

2001:

A blood drive will be conducted
Tuesday, June 3, to aid three area
youths who suffer from hemophilia.
It will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. in A1000 to help repay tran¬
sfusions given to John Freeman 3,
of Woodridge, and Andy, 13, and
Paul Voettle, 6, of Warrenville.
This will be the third blood drive
of the school year.

Paul E. Schuwerk, Jr
O N. 684 Gary Ave

NOW! at 8 Selected Theatres

An epic drama of
adventure and exploration!

BLOOD DRIVE JUNE 3

service..:
Drop by or give me a call.
You'll find a world of
difference with State Farm

Palatine

CROSSROADS Cin 1
Merrillville, Ind.
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The Courier is a weekly news publication
serving the College of DuPage learning
community. The college is located at
Lambert Rd. and 22nd St., Glen Ellyn, Ill.
60137, Editorial offices are in the white
bam just south of the Bookstore
Telephone, 858-2800, ext. 229 or 379, or after
10 pjm., 858-2813.

they muddle me
by passing by me
not noticing my need
pretending not to recognize
the hope that happens
on my face
when one of them goes by
Rod McKuen

Editor.Dan Veit
Assistantto the Editor _James Walsh
Sports Editor.Klaus Wolff
Photo Editor.Scott Burket
Cartoonist.
Joe Parker'
Advertising Manager.Barb Douglas
Faculty Advisor.Gordon Richmond

(Editorial opinions and letters do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of College of
DuPage.)

Student aid clarified
All students making application for
financial aid must document their
families’ ability to pay for their education.
This because most financial aid programs
are based on a student’s demonstrated
financial need.
A basic factor to consider when a student
declares his or her financial strength is
whether or not they are financially
dependent or self-supporting from their
parents. If the student is treated as a selfsupporting student, only the student’s
income and assets will be considered in
establishing the student’s financial
strength.
However, an entirely different need
analysis model will be used — one which
will expect in many cases a much higher
family contribution given the same income
and assets strength as a dependent
student. A student should give strong
consideration to this4 fact before at¬
tempting to fulfill the requirements for
independent status.
The responsibility for financing a
student’s education lies with the student
and his or her parents. Financial aid is a
secondary source of meeting the cost of
post secondary education. It is offered only
if the family contribution is not sufficient
to cover the cost of attending a particular
institution. In this case the student is said
to have financial need.
Federal and State financial aid
programs maintain strict criteria in
establishing self-supporting status.
According to federal guidelines, an in¬
dependent or self-supporting student is one

who is not claimed as a federal income tax
exemption by anyone except his/her
spouse; one who will not receive more than
$600.00 for any one year from their parents
while an independent student and one who
will not live in their parents home for more
than two consecutive weeks.
Ihese stipulations apply to the year
prior to claiming self-supporting status as
well as the year for which the student is
applying for aid. In effect there is a one
year probation period which precedes
legal financial independence, again
pointing up the obligation of the student
and parents to finance their son or
daughter’s education, if able, rather than
the taxpayers.
Often, a need analysis report of the
families’ ability to pay shows that they do
have sufficient resources to contribute to
their dependents education, but the
parents are. not willing to do so. These
students in effect are treated by program
guidelines as being dependent of their
parents, when in actuality the parents are
not willing to contribute to their education.
The Student Financial Aid Office will
endeavor to help these students to obtain
an Illinois Guaranteed Loan from their
hometown bank.
On some occasions the formal need
analysis does not provide a realistic in¬
dication of what is a reasonable con¬
tribution from the family. All students
applying for aid may ask for a review of
their award and if warranted an ad¬
justment will be made.

Letters, Letters, Letters
To the editor: (Although I sometimes
question the circumstances by which you
obtained this auspicious office.)
Now that I am semi-recovered from my
Evil Kneivel imitation, I thought I would
try to write this letter.
It has been two months since my ac¬
cident. In those two months many things
have happened. Not the least of which is
the support through cards and letters that
I have received from my fellow students,
teachers and administrators at CD. I
thank all of you for your thoughtfulness
and hope that I can repay it at some future
date.
Understandably, there have been many
rumors concerning my accident which I
would like to clear up now. As of now the
extent of my injuries are one broken right
arm and a fractured vertebra resulting in
partial paralysis of both legs. Early
prognosis indicates that I will be walking
with the aid of braces before the end of the
year. I also suffer from occasional pain in
the neck, but he’s only on duty Wed¬
nesdays.
I have been following closely the events
taking place at school through the Courier,
but I would first like to thank my staff in
giving Dan the same support they had
given me. It was a tremendous un¬
dertaking for him in assuming the
responsibilities I once had. I know how
hard it is for one to keep his feet on the
desk for an extended period of time.
I watched with anticipation the outcome
of the student government election.
Although Maria and I have had our dif¬
ferences, I want to say congratulations on
her victory. At the same time, I hope that I
am wrong about student government not
being needed at CD.

I read with dismay the resignation of
Vice President John Paris. John and I
spent many an hour in his'office discussing
everything and anything. His door was
always open to me as it was to any other
student. His loss will be felt by everyone at
the college. I wish him continued success
in his future ventures and would like to
have considered him a personal friend.
On the referendum to TV Star Eugene
Bailey (I know that commercial by heart),
congratulations on a victory that has
slipped through our hands the last four
years. It makes one wonder how one-half
the issue could pass while the remaining
one-failed by 473 votes, but this is not Cook
County, is it?
As far as fund raising activities, past
and future, I want to take this opportunity
to thank those of you who have contributed
and to apologize for the near-extortion
tactics employed by my former partner,
Jack Spratt.
On the lighter side, I would like to extend
my congratulations to the CD Forensics
team in their showing at the recent
National Convention at Sacramento. I wish
very much that I could have been with
them. It was something was looking
forward to for months. But the best laid
plans of mice and men ... or some such
Howard Cosell statement.
Finally, no matter how much I com¬
plained, ranted and raved about the
quality of the food at the CD cafeteria, I
would rather have one of their greasy
hamburgers right now than any of the socalled “dietetic” slop they shovel out here
each day.
John Meader
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Variety for the Summer
By Sue Messersmith

Summer is here, or at least the humidity
is and CD students are itching for that
final day so they can declare themselves
“free”, to go where they want and do what
they want and conquer their goals.
Many, such as I, have a dull summer
ahead but crave the nice weather hoping
for a tan that shall turn heads. How many
of you, though, are planning on spending a
little time during vacation flying, skiing on
a glacier, going on a float trip, or hiking
through the savage wilderness?
Tom Perillo is a sky nut. He’s one of
those men who loves the sensation of
flying. He tells me that his private flying
license is a few weeks away and then he
shall be constantly among the birds.
His home base or take off point is the
DuPage Airport where he plans to spend
his whole summer and try to get at least
200 hours in the air.
Tom’s future plans are centered around
aviation and focused around getting his
required amount of hours in the air to
become a pilot. Next year Tom will be
going to Illinois Benedictine.
Julie Ann Hopgood plans, like most of us,
to work all of the summer except for two
weeks when she plans to “get away from it
all” and skip off to Denver. She plans
to visit relatives and friends and do things
we all like to do during those hot, hot days.
She certainly is an outdoors girl because
she plans on going swimmig, fishing,
hiking, boating, and exploring the
beautiful sights in Colorado.
She’s not sure, but she thinks she might
be skiing on a glacier also but she’s not
sure exactly where that would be. Julie
Ann will be attending CD next year.
Did you ever get with three friends, grab
some canoes and float down a river for
four days without a care in the world?
That’s what Bill .Nelson is planning to do.
He’ll be taking a week off work this
summer, head over to Missouri and set off
down Bull
Creek which is situated
abound Springfield.
This will start their four day journey
through pieceful, beautiful country. They
will travel down Bull Creek, which is
spring fed, and this will lead them onto the
White River which empties off into the
Table Rock Lake which is around the
Arkansas border.
All together they will travel about 60
miles; about 15 miles per day. Their
days, when not floating, will be spent skin
dving, swimming fishing, sleeping, and
just enjoying the surroundings. Bill also
says they hope to find some small caves
they can explore.
Bill is graduating this spring and is
going on the Northern Illinois University
next year.

Speaking of nerves of steel, Ross Piere
surely is planning something that would
spark the animal instinct in anyone.
Ross and his wife, Nanci, plus two
friends from southern California plan to
tackle the John Mirror Trail that stret¬
ches 250 miles across the Sierra desert.
This trail leads you across upper and
lower deserts, forests, and valleys.
This is no little trip, it takes about 30
days to go the whole way. No one holds
your hand and you have to bring
everything with you at the start because
there are no stores along the way. You
have to pack dehydrated food, maps,
camping gear, and don’t forget the snake
bite kit. I doubt if the desert creatures are
as frightening as the cute huge teddy bear
called a grizzly bear. Ross says this area
is grizzly bear-ridden and he is planning
to take a powerful handgun to blast one if it
bugs him.
One thing important is to stay healthy.
There is no para-medic unit to buzz over
to rescue you if you happen to break
something. All I can say is; have fun
Ross and GOOD LUCK.
Ross will be returning to CD during
summer full time and will attend CD next
fall if he survives his ordeal.
It appears that some
CD students
should have exciting summers.

Letters
Editor:
Well, CD strikes again! In case nobody
has noticed (HA!), the fence around the
tennis courts blew down again. I’m not a
tennis player, but I’m sick and tired of all
the things that go wrong around here.
I’ve read your articles on all the things
that are wrong with the gym and the other
facilities. As a student, what can I do,
besides going to classes and paying tuition,
about the lack of maintenance around
here? —L.Y.
ED. NOTE: Try getting off your dead ass
and have you and your friends vote YES
for the next tax increase!!!
Letter to the Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity to
express my gratitude to all students for the
work you have done on the Referendum in
our behalf.
Although it was only partially suc¬
cessful, it accomplished enough to provide
us with funds.
It has been a pleasure working with you
and I am looking forward to working with
you in the near future on concerns af¬
fecting the college community.
Thank you,
Maria A. Leclaire
■ Student Body President

By Greg Palumbo

America is again being deceived by a
group preaching sexual revolution and
absolute liberty. This group is called the
“Counter Culture” and although virtually
unknown, its influence has been respon¬
sible for almost all pornography
legislation and the upsurge in sexual
liberation.
While most people enjoy and reap the
benefits of the “Counter Culture,” few
people realize this group is bent on the
destruction of the U.S. government
through the breakdown and eventual
elimination of all cultural mores.
A recent example may be exemplified in
a recent conversation with a friend.
“How’s Karen and Nick?“ “They’re
getting a divorce.” “After only 6 months?”
“Yea.” “And how’s Bob and Linda
doing?” “Oh, not too good, they’re
thinking of separating.”
Sound familiar? In a world that is
moving only too fast, this is becoming all
too frequent. Divorce rates are alarming
and the lasting marriages of yesterday are
too few.
I feel one of the main causes of the
alarming rate of divorces is the newly
started women’s liberation movement.
The cry of “do your own thing” has gone
past the point of no return. Women and
men have gone on a chase for the world of
glitter and gleam and have forgotten how
to “give” in a relationship. It is frequent
for a couple to have separate circles of
friends.
This is the type of dissentment that the
"Counter Culture” has emphasized. Other
effects have been sociological, economical
and political.
Politically, America is in a period of
mass disenchantment with Washington,
the Congress, and our Foreign policy. Over
in the Asian Continent, things are in
reverse. Foreign powers have scored a
major victory for the philosophy of
Communism and is continuing to spread
into countries like Laos and Thailand.
With as much enthusiasm, they are also
expanding their family numbers. Happy
they may not be, but they have more
families that totally believe that they are
right, where we have a mass decrease in
our family numbers. “Why bring a baby

Marriage breakdown?
into the world now with the government
like it is now?” What a familiar cop-out.
Economically, we have no faith that we
could pull out of this depression and this
creates another excuse not to continue the
population. “We just can’t afford a baby
during these times.”
Socially we are in an UPROAR! With the
pressures from both the political and
economic ends, there has been less of a
rush to jump into marriage. Couples like to
save money before even considering the
proposal. This leads to the falling apart of
the relationship and each partner blaming
the other where the only solution was to
say the vows and get on with it.
The “Counter Culture” has been suc¬
cessful in giving a liberated woman a
certain “air”. Men who date this type
frequently get the impression that these
girls are only too free with the sexual end
of things. No trust is established and the
relationship breaks down. The woman is
actually relying on her body to keep a
relationship which could never work.
Independent social directions is another
successful venture that the “Counter
Culture” has initiated. Women and men
alike are both reaching into areas that
they have never been able to touch before
and although this may seem successful, a
frightening feeling of independence has
been obtained for both sides. To take this
independence into a marriage will mostly
lead to divorce.
Women aren’t used to the independence
that men have had for centuries and don’t
have the ability to re-adjust when
marriage comes into play. Most women
just can’t see the plain and simple home
life that is essential to American culture.
An analysis of the whole situation leads
me to believe that the “Counter Culture”
has removed a word called “Com¬
mitment.” Most men and women haven’t
been able to “give” the necessary power to
a marriage to make it work. Both continue
to follow separate paths instead of the
same and never obtain the successful
status of a family.
Do I have a solution? I do, but not one

that would please any one of you. People
don’t like to hear the truth. I say denounce
the preachings of the “Counter Culture”
and develop an independence of moderate
tastes being able to shed that in¬
dependence when the time comes for
marriage. Marriage is for couples, not
individuals. If you realize that, now, it
won’t be too late when the marriage vows
have been taken.

Letters
To the Editor:
The Hospitality Committee would like to
thank everyone who supported the “End of
the Year” Cocktail party last Friday at the
Knight’s Table. We had a nice turnout and
everyone seemed to have a good time. —
Bob Byrd, Jan Jubera, Kay Braulik,
Emilie Mulac, Larry Larson, Bemie
Raap, Esther Boland.
Dear Editor,
Ihe John Meader Fund is an outrage to
equal treatment of the students of C / D.
The individuals that are promoting this
fund have been abusing the Student Body
by using facilities for the use of all for the
advancement of one.
I am referring specifically to the en¬
dorsement of the John Meader Fund by
this paper, and the efforts of individuals
who work on and for the Courier.
The idea behind the Fund is an excellent
one and should be pursued but not at the
expense of students in general and
especially not at the expense of others who
have suffered similar misfortune.
Classes should not be interrupted for
collections for this Fund, nor should a
paper for the Student Body give a singular
endorsement of an individual when other
individuals have suffered similar
misfortune.
Since the Courier has undertaken the
endorsement of the John Meader Fund, the
Courier should also undertake promotion
of equitable treatment of all injured
students of C / D, not just those who have
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worked on or for toe Courier.
Not knowing John Meader personally, I
am at a disadvantage to judge what
decision he would make on this issue.
However, from what I have read about
John and what I have read by John I feel
safe in assuming that he would agree that
this fund should either be removed from
Courier endorsement, or expanded to
include other C/D students that suffer
similar misfortune.
Michael Larrabee
Ed Note: See story on page 2.
Editor:
The question of federal, state, and local
outlays for toe poor is a touchy one at best.
I will neither defend it nor ciiticize it here.
However, I would like to comment on the
attitude towards this aid, in light of the
editorial of April 24th.
Many people today are quick to spout off
what their “rights” are. Needless to say,
welfare benefits are considered a “right”
by a large number of people.
Any form of aid has to come from
somewhere, and that somewhere is the
average Joe’s billfold. The government is
merely the middle man. In effect, people
claiming to have a right to welfare benefits
are actually saying they have a right to toe
contents of Joe’s pocketbook. There seems
to be an obvious fallacy in this viewpoint.
We are told of certain God-given rights
in the Declaration of Independence. In
fact, who else but God would have the
power to grant irrevocable human rights?
Surely no man.
A “right” is absolute; independent of
human law. Rights apply to all men
everywhere, even though many govern¬
ments prohibit their people from enjoying
them. To call welfare a “right” is in¬
correct. Lawmakers passed the bills
providing for public aid; they can just as
easily repeal them. This fact alone
disqualifies welfare as a “right”. The
welfare system was set up to help the
needy — to give them toe “privilege” of
tapping public funds.
If welfare was indeed a “right”, who
would be foolish enough to work?
Alan Goertz

Deadline for tickets nears
A dinner is planned for Gerry Dennis, Veteran's Co¬
ordinator for the College of DuPage.
— in appreciation for the many services he has
extended to all veterans, above and beyond the
scope of his position at the College.

Date: June 12, 1975
7:30 p.m.
Place: Arley's Restaurant
Highland &
Butterfield Rds.
Downers Grove
Dinner is open to ALL veterans.
for tickets and more information, contact Al Zaba or
Ruth Lorenzo, K 136, Veteran's Affairs Office.

g

Ticket deadline is

June 3rd
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Job advice: take
what you can get
By Joe Clark

Everybody should know by now
the job market is very tight. But it
is not impossible to find a summer
or part-time job, and, in fact, many
jobs still go begging.
The pay may be lower. You may
not be able to find the type of job
that suits you, and the hours may
not be what you had in mind. But if
you go about it with persistence,
enthusiasm, and intelligence you’ll
find a way to make a few dollars
this summer and perhaps some
valuable experience.
That’s the advice of John Paris,
vice president, who leaves June 12
to go job hunting himself.
One basic rule, says Paris, is
that if you cannot get what you
want, you take what you can get
until you-find what you want. Even
if the job is not exactly what you
want you can put up with anything
for the summer, especially if the
money is good.
“Too many young people are
extremely selective on what the
work is,” he said. “If a person
wants to go to work, it is not too
important what the work is.”
This is also true of the hours. As
Paris adds, “Many people do like
to work the early morning and
evening hours. Often those jobs are
the ones which go begging. If I am
looking for a job and those are the
only hours open, I will work those
hours.”
The best way to get a good
summer job is through your
relatives and friends.
The second step is to register at
the Illinois Employment Bureau.
John Sucik, director of the office
at Aurora, states that he has a few

summer jobs available. He also
suggests you check the local city
governments. Sometimes they
have summer work available.
Ms.
Sheilah
Werfelmann,
director of federal manpower
resources, should be able to help
you find a job if your parents in¬
come is lower than the poverty
level. Various villages have special
programs to help students find
jobs. You should check your own
area.
The next step is to hit the streets.
Construction is a favorite source
of jobs because of high turnover,
especially among laborers. See the
project supervisor as often as
possible, get to know him even if he
has no job for you that day. Not
only ask him if he has a job himself
but if he knows of anyone who
might have one.
This system will also work at
factories, stores or other places of
employment. Always be dressed so
you can start work that very day.
You are looking for that open slot,
be ready to fill it.
Sucik says newspapers can be of
considerable help, but they must
be fresh. Go to where they are
printed if possible and be the first
to apply for a newly listed job. In
this tight job market this can be a
race but one which may pay off in a
job.
Ms. Werfelmann describes job
hunting as a sales presentation and
the product you sell is yourself.
“You must have a definite list of
the skills and abilities you can offer
a future employer. You must be
highly motivated and believe in
yourself. You must be able to
persuade the employer that you
are the best person for the job.”

‘Overlap’ possible
for transfer student

Wearing his Mickey Mouse hat to
History 103 early this week was
Phillip Rosener. No, it had nothing
to do with class. Rosener said he
was irked by the double Memorial
Day holiday, which had most
people guessing. For College of
DuPage, it was Friday. —Photo by
Greg Palumbo.

You can taste
this seminar
The “happy cooker” is the one
who learns the difference between
an “empanada” and an “en¬
chilada.”
Or the one who knows that
Chiquita banana is the fruit that
likes to get along with the nuts
running
around
tomatoes,
cucumbers, onions and grapes in
Dulce Mijeski’s salad bowl.
Ms. Mijeski, Spanish teacher, is
putting on a “Spanish-Cookers
Seminar,” starting June 18 for
three consecutive Wednesdays at
West Chicago Latino Field
Station, Ingalton School, Rte. 59
and Hahndorf Road.
The
seminar is from 6 to 8 p.m.
And how’s this for a start: an
Acquaintance Dinner June 16 will
be cooked for participants.
Oh, yes, the cost. $20 per person,
with enrollment limited to the first
20 persons. Details at Psi office,
ext. 510.
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By Anne Little
“Morning and evening courses
College of DuPage summer will be available for both students
school students who plan to trans¬ and the community,” said Dr.
fer to a four year college in the fall Palmieri. “Students may register
may find that summer and fall for five week sessions or for 2M>session overlap.
week sessions with 2-hour classes.
“Many four-year institutions on, Individualized instruction by
the semester system are backing tennis pro David Webster will
up the beginning of fall term in enable a student to progress at his
order to complete the semester own rate.”
before Christmas,” said Ted
Archery, golf, swimming and
Tilton, dean of instruction. “Fall weight training will also be of¬
semesters at some schools may be- fered, said Dr. Palmieri. A
- gin before CD summer session is, children’s program will provide
complete.”
basketball camps for both boys and
Tilton recommended that CD girls.
students who find themselves in
A summer course of special
such a predicament, consult their interest is English 110J, an evening
instructors at both schools.
class that will feature American
A major innovation in the films from the 1930s. The fivesummer school program here will credit hour course, taught by Allan
be numerous courses offered Carter, will present nine films
through the Extension College. ranging from musicals, “Gold
Courses ranging from general Diggers of ’33” to John Steinbeck’s
interest
classes,
including “Of Mice and Men.” The course
education, art, and economics, to will be offered on Monday through
transfer and career credit classes, Thursday evenings from June 16
such as philosophy, sociology and through July 3. The films will begin
mathematics, will be offered at at 7 p.m., and they will be open to
locations in Hinsdale, Downers the public at no charge.
Grove, Lisle, Addison, La Grange,
Summer theater productions will
Westmont
and
Elmhurst. be “The Boyfriend,” “The
Interested students are advised to Children’s Hours,” “The Man Who
check the Summer Bulletin for Came to Dinner,” and “Little
specific classes and locations.
Mary Sunshine.” Auditions will be
Senior citizens may find courses gin the first day of class, June 16.
of particular interest to them of¬
The Developmental Learning
fered in La Grange, Downers Lab (DLL) will move to sections E,
Grove and Lisle.
F, G and H of A Bldg, on June 13,
Students may register for the according to Beverly Bogaard,
regular 10-week quarter which be¬ director. The opening of DLL will
gins June 16 and ends Aug. 23, or be delayed until June 19 because of
they may enroll in shorter in¬ the move. DLL hours for the
tensified study courses. Two five- summer will be from 9 a.m. to 3
week sessions in intensified studies p.m. and from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
will begin on June 16 and July 21.
In addition to DLL 100 offerings,
Three three-week sessions will be¬ a total of 35 courses in nine
gin on June 16, July 9 and Aug. 1.
curricular areas are offered.
Courses in the intensified study
program will include biology, and
STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL
chemistry. Biology 101,102 and 103
Movies made by students in
will be offered in subsequent three
various media classes will be
and a half week sessions.
“Students who neither work nor shown Tuesday and Wednesday,
take other classes may take June 3 and 4, at a mini “Film
biology either as a package of Festival” sponsored by the Student
three courses or as one or two Activities Office. They will be
individual courses,” said Dick shown, starting at 6 p.m. in M128.
Wood, dean of Sigma College. “The
classes will run from 8 a.m. to
ARREST2STUDENTS
12:20 p.m. five days a week. The
Two students were arrested at
same system is offered in
10:30 a.m. May 21 in K parking lot
chemistry.”
New courses in volleyball, and charged with possession of
basketball and tennis will be of¬ cannabis.
They are Scott Thayer, Western
fered in the summer physical
education program, according to Springs, and Thomas Warden,
Dr. Joseph Palmieri, director of LaGrange, found with about 94
grams of cannabis, according to
athletics.
police. Both are out on bond.

COME MAKE MUSIC

Saturday, May 31

AT ROSARY
This Fall

Degrees in -

7 p.m. -1 a.m.

• Bachelor of Music
(Performance)
• Bachelor of Music
Education
Bachelor of Arts
(Music Major)

For the Rehabilitation funds
benefiting Kelly Smeeth
and John Meader

Day & Evening Classes
Be a Part of Rosary’s
• Glee Club
• Opera Workshop
• Chamber Ensemble

$1.00 admission

Rider wanted, leaving for San
Francisco via Reno on June 10.
Contact Ed at 968-8344.
For
Sale:
Bucksin
mare
“Neechee”, excellent health, small
and muscular, needs experienced
rider. 832-3286.
For sale: ’66 Chevy II automatic,
rusty but runs good. $90 or best
offer. Call 665-1437.
1973 Z28, excellent condition, call
668-7536.

Help Us Make New Music

4'///

■

’64 Ford Galaxie 500 4-door sedan,
automatic, power steering, power
brakes, recent tune-up, clean, runs
good. $270 or best offer. Call 6655386,

(Jazz or Rock Bands)

ROSARY COLLEGE
7950 W. Division St.

J

River Forest, III.
(312) 369-6320

Car For Sale: ’67 Mercury Comet
Station Wagon, small V8, standard
shift with the following new: paint,
exhaust system, shocks, U-joints,
brakes. Must sell — 1st $375 takes
it. Call Big Jim, 629-5516. Leave
message.
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Legislature may be
key to tuition cost
By Bob Lapinski
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C° S equipment “onager, as he looked in his younger days when he was a member of
the 12 fast-pitch softball national champions (r) and as he is today in his present job. —Photo bv
Rhonda Fish.

Barron’s chance as an Oriole
flies away with Korean War
by Terry Hughes
How does the idea of spending
the summers of your youth in such
glamorous places as Ada, Okla.,
Anderson, S.C. and Lubbock,
Texas strike you?
Well, they suited Bob Barron just
fine. Bob is the equipment
manager at CD and a former
professional ball player.
Upon graduating from Harrison
High in 1952, Bob was signed by the
Baltimore Orioles and shipped to
Ada, where he had a super rookie
season as a shortstop in the Sooner
State League.
He hit .318 and pounded 36 home
runs, which led to his election to
the league’s all-star team. He also
tied a league record by driving in
12 runs in a single game. And all
this for $200 a month!
After devastating class D pit¬
ching, Bob was promoted to the
lass B team in Anderson, S.C., for
the 1953 season. He proceeded to
"ip the Tri-State League apart at a
420 clip, when that old nemiesis,
Uncle Sam, sent his greetings.

maj or disappointment. ’ ’
are bigger and stronger, but they
Although downcast about his are also lazy. When I was a kid, we
future, Barron hit .312 in AA ball at would play for hours at a time and
Knoxville, Tenn., and once again never complained about equip¬
made the all-star team.
ment or fields.”
And 1958 brought Barron another
“The kids today talk a big game,
brief “cup of coffee” with the but sometimes I really get mad at
Orioles, but once again he headed them. They have a golden op¬
south for what proved to be his last portunity with better coaching,
year in the Baltimore organization. equipment, and playing facilities.
With the class AAA team in But unfortunately, they’re just not
Louisville, Ky., Barron once again hungry enough. The door is wide
proved his worth by hitting .310, open and most of them walk right
belting 18 homers, and driving in 80 by it.”
runs.
These credentials were
enough to once again be voted to
the league all-star team.
Unfortunately, the Orioles felt
that Barron needed more ex¬
perience.
They offered him
another AAA contract, but Bob
balked at their offer. “I tried to get
my release from
Baltimore,
because I had an offer to play for
the Tigers organization. ” But the
Orioles refused and suspended Bob
for the summer.
Barron then decided to hang up
his spikes and accepted a job with
the Stevens-Adams
Bearing
( With all of his athletic Manufacturing Co. Bob was
background, what does the Army married and had two small
lo? Of course! They made him a children, and his decision was
machine gun instructor.
largely one of economics.
“However, it wasn’t a complete
“When you play in the minors,
waste,” recalled Barron, “because you learn to pinch pennies. I
ny last year in the service was basically starved for four years
pent competing on the Special and was away from my family for
Services Baseball team and we about six months a year. And I
mn the 3rd division cham- always worried about having a job
ionship.”
in the wintertime.”
“After that, we proceeded to
ake second place in the all-Army
Bob couldn’t stay away from
•ournament.
That was quite a the competition and was soon(
brill because of the caliber of play. competing for the company in a
Many major leagues were com¬ 12” fast pitch league, where some
bing, such as Faye Throneberry, pitchers throw harder than major
aywood Sullivan,‘Vinegar’ Ben leaguers.
Mizell, and three future Chicago
The
Stevens-Adams team
'layers, Joe Cunningham, Ted won the national championship
'bernathy and Bubba Phillips.”
four times and Bob was later voted
After being released in 1956, to the All-World tournament
Sarron showed the effects of team four times.
military service by having, by his
But the company was bought out
'landards, his worst year. “The in the late sixties and the team
'ervice very definitely took disbanded.
10mething away from me. I had
Bob then left the company and
lever hit that low (.280) before, came to CD after being offered a
md I didn’t after.”
job by Dr. Palmieri. His function
But the Orioles obviously saw at the school is maintaining all
something they liked and invited physical education equipment and
^arron to. spring training in 1957. setting up equipment for athletics.
1 had waited a long time for that
Bob reflected on the current
'Pportunity and then they just situation in all athletics, and he has
>assed me over. What should have some very/ciefinite opinions. “I
>een a big thrill turned out to be a really betteve that the kids today

Figures released by the Illinois
Community College Board reveal
that College of DuPage students
pay the fourth highest amount of
total annual tuition and service
fees out of 37 statewide community
colleges.
One of the reasons is the
unusually low tax rate set for the
district. Taxpayers pay about 11
cents per $100 of assessed
valuation to the community college
for operating costs and five cents
bonds for construction. There is
only one district in the state that
pays less.
When this college first opened its
doors during the fall of 1967,
students were paying $5 tuition
plus a 50-cent fee per credit hour. If
you took between 14 and 18 credits,
the flat fee for the quarter was $77.
This rate stayed the same until
the fall of 1969 when the tuition was
raised to $5.50 per credit hour.
The largest increase occurred
between the spring and fall of 1971.
Tuition costs were upped from $6 to
$9 per credit hour. Additionally, a
$1 service fee per credit was put
into effect, an increase of 50 cents.
This is where the college stands
today, with an overall cost of $10
per credit hour.
When community colleges were
first established in Illinois it was
determined the state would pay 50
per cent of all costs. Illinois’ policy
is that expenses should be shared
between the taxpayers, the state.

Cheerleading
Cheerleading clinics will be held
on July 16,18,21, 23 and 25 from 10
a.m. -12 p.m. in A2047.
Try-outs will be held on July 28
from 7-10 p.m.
All prospective candidates must
attend the clinics in order to be
eligible to come out for try outs.

and the students.
Figures show that the state has
not lived up to its original
commitment and has only paid 40
per cent of operating costs.
There is current legislature
pending for supplemental ap¬
propriation to aid community
colleges. It is legislation such as
this that will determine the future
of tuition costs at this and other
community colleges in the state.
But fear not! There’s still hope, if
you’re 65 or over, that is. Senior
citizens of the district pay only $1
per hour plus a 25 cent service fee.
PLAN 60-MILE TRIP

Bikers will do a metric century,
a 60-mile ride, Sunday, June 1,
from Elgin to Union Railroad
Museum.
Bike Club members are asked to
meet at Wing Park. A sag wagon
will carry lunches. If the weather
is marginal, members are urged to
all the hotline, Bruce Bade, 3559155, between 6 and 7 a.m.
No Job This Summer?
Want a chance to earn credit
and see Yellowstone at the
same time?
Enroll in the Yellowstone
Encounter. Learn back¬
packing, wilderness ethics,
expedition behavior, basic
survival,
social
com¬
munication.
An intensive 4-week ex¬
perience.
2
weeks
on
campus;
2
weeks
in
Yellowstone; June 16-July
13. Earn 6 hrs. of credit,
fully transferable. Cost —
$125.00 plus tuition and
books. Applications and info
— see Tom Lindblade,
A2100, ext. 768. Only a few
spaces left!
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Ghapettes bobble away last game to end at 7-6
By Klaus Wolff

The Chapettes softball team had an 11-6
laugher going into the bottom of the
seventh and ended up losing a one-run
squeaker, 12-11 to George William*
CD built up a five-run lead after the first
inning on only two hits. Lori Condie
walked, Sharon Fallon popped out, Mona
Condie singled, Linda Roberts and Jean
Phillips walked, Nancy Beresky singled.
Peg Gaudin and Mary Ann Papanek each
hit into a fielder’s choice and Margaret
Timmons struck out.

It was 7-1 after two innings as the Condie
sisters, Fallon and Roberts all walked.
Phillips struck out and Beresky walked to
score another run.
Then with one out and the bases loaded
they had a chance to make this game a
cakewalk, but Gaudin flew out and
Papanek stuck cut to leave the bags
loaded.
In the third inning, CD made it 8-3 with
another run but again left the bags loaded
as Beresky struck out. CD scored another
run in the fifth and two more in the sixth to

Walters: Banquet
was a huge success

Principal people at the basketball banquet were (1-r) CD Coach Dick Walters, Jim
Williams, guest speaker John McLendon, Athletic Director Dr. Joseph Palmieri and
Jim Burgess. —Photo by Scott Burket.
By Dave Heun

Forward Scott Daum was named this
years most valuable player on the C/D
basketball team, and he accepted the
award at the fourth annual Basketball
Awards banquet in K127 last Tuesday,
May 13.
The banquet was termed a “huge
success” by head Coach Dick Walters. A
huge crowd turned out for the banquet, and
listened to guest speaker John McLendon,
former Olympic coach.
McLendon was the first black coach at a
major university (Tennessee State). He is
also the author of two books on the styles of
winning basketball.
Daum was the choice as the most
valuable player. The 6’6” jumping jack

from Naperville High was a terror on both
ends of the court this year. His rebounding,
scoring and shotblocking skills dazzled the
home town fans all season long.
Reserve guards Bill Chew and Dave
Bleigh received awards for the best
sportsmanship. Both of these players
turned in fine work when Walters called on
them.
Guard Mike Ellis won the award for the
most improved player for the season. Ellis
watched the action from the bench early in
the season, but when his chance came to
crack the starting line-up, he performed
billiantly and never warmed the bench
again.
Daum, center Jim Coutre and guard
Larry Rogowski were all chosen as all¬
conference players.

CD offers B-ball clinic
Basketball coaches from both the
university level and area high schools will
share their knowledge of the game at the
Age-Group Basketball Clinics offered this
summer by College of DuPage.
Lou Henson, new head basketball coach
at University of Illinois; “Dutch Belnap,”
head coach at Utah State University; and
Olympic coach John McLendon will be just
some of the nationally-known guest
speakers at the clinics. The area high
schools will be represented by Dick
Campbell of Addison Trail; Larry
Wyllie of York; Jim Hendrick of Wheaton
North, and Bob Sullivan of Rich South.
In addition, there will be a session
devoted exclusively to women’s basket¬
ball, featuring head coach Chris Voelz
from Maine South.
The first session, for boys entering
grades 4-8, will be held from June 16

through June 20. The second session, for
those entering grades 9-12, will be held
June 23-27.
The third session, to be held from July 7
through 11, is for those in grades 4-8. The
final session, for girls in grades 6-12, will
be held July 14-18.
Coordinated by College of DuPage
head coach Dick Walters, each five-day
basketball clinic will stress team defense,
as well as individual shooting, passing and
rebounding skills.
The registration fee of $40 will cover hot
daily lunches, trophies and awards,
medical insurance and a final-day picnic.
Die clinics will be held from 11:45 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the college’s gymnasium.
Deadline for registration is one Week
prior to the start of each session. For
additional information or registration, call
College of DuPage, Athletic Office at
858-2800, ext. 365.
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close out their scoring.
Again on offense the leading hitter was
Nancy Beresky who had three RBI’s.
The most runs scored were three by Lori
Condie who was the only player not to get a
hit but walked three times.
But again what made this almost allveteran team have a mediocre 7-6 record
was the errors. Eight were committed in
this game: one apiece by the Condie
sisters, one apiece by Gaudin and Tim¬
mons and two apiece by Phillips and
Roberts. These errors led to five unearned
runs.
GW’s first run was scored on a lead-off
single by Milhouse who went to second
when the ball got by Lori Condie (1).
Counelis then lined to Roberts (2) who
threw the ball too hard and thus by Gaudin
for Roberts third error of the season with
Milhouse scoring.
Nebbins opened up the third for GW by
being safe on an error by Phillips (3).
When Mona Condie picked up the ball in
left and threw it into right (4), Nebbins
scored. Phillips dropped Milhouse’s pop
for the third error of the inning and (5) of
the game.
GW scored in the fourth for their fourth
run of the game, which was unearned,
when Timmons dropped a fly ball to open
the inning (6).
GW then scored two earned runs to make
it six after the sixth.
Then came the fateful seventh. A leadoff walk, a single, a strike-out and another
single loaded the bases. Another single
scored the seventh run and a follow-up
homer scored four runs (grand slam). A
pop-out followed. This made the score 11-11
with two outs and no one on base.
Following came a single, an error by
Gaudin and a walk to load the bases. It was
then that Counelis hit a grounder which
went between and through Roberts’ legs
for the last error of the game and the
season.

Third baseman Jean Phillips making an
error which was so typical of the team's
play this season. —Photo by Scott Burket.

Six Chaps selected
all-conference
By Dave Heun

The hard-hitting duo of Sam Taves and
Greg Schmidt were voted co-most
valuable players of the year on the C / D
baseball team. Both were unanimous
selections for all-conference team and
Schmidt was added to the all-state team.
Taves ran up a .384 season batting
average, while hitting .417 in conference
action. Schmidt hit .382 on the season, with
a .409 average in the conference games.
Taves placed second in doubles with 12,
and Schmidt placed third with eight twobaggers.
Taves also knocked out six triples, third
best in the conference, and Schmidt’s 41
RBI’s had him in the top five all season.
Pitcher Pat Heraty was named the
captain of the team, he also made the allconference team along with fellow hurler
Dave Nickelson. Both had 3-1 records in
the conference, with Nickelson posting a
1.77 ERA and Heraty earning a 2.15 mark.
Jim Cozzi made all-conference at
shortstop. The slick fielding Cozzi hit only
.250 in conference action, but knocked the
ball around at a .337 clip over-all and led
the team with 18 walks.

Catcher Mike Coomer became an all
conference choice on the strength of his
fine fielding and a healthy .379 batting
average in the conference battles.

Greg Schmidt, who ranked in the top ten
in the state in .BA, triples and RBI’s shown
beating a pick-off attempt to first base. —
Photo by Scott Burket

Ottoson named ‘Illinois
Coach of the Year’
College of DuPage track coach Ron
Ottoson was named “Illinois Coach of the
Year” by the Illinois Community College
Track Coaches Association.
It is the second time in the last three
■ years that Ottoson has been chosen by his
fellow coaching colleagues to receive the
honor, previously being selected in 1973.
This season, the Chaparral track team
placed second in the state meet to Lincoln
Land, won their conference title, as well as
capturing the Harper Invitational and the
University of Chicago Relays,
Ottoson, who came to College of DuPage
from Oak Park High School in 1968, has
developed the College of DuPage cross

country and track program into a state
power. In his seven years as head coach,
Ottoson has coached two state champions
and been runner-up three times.
“I’m very pleased at having been
selected by the other coaches for the
honor,” said Ottoson. “I think the honor
really reflects the type of athlete we have
here at the college. They are all extremely
dedicated, as we have no on-campus
facilities and the team has to often travel
miles to go to practice.”
“I feel that if we had on-campus
facilities, we could have from 75 to 100
athletes competing for DuPage in track
and field.”

